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The Curse of Chalion
Miles, Mystery & Mayhem
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A NEW NOVEL IN THE AWARD WINNING SERIES FROM MULTIPLE NEW YORK TIMES
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR LOIS MCMASTER BUJOLD! Cordelia Naismith Vorkosigan
returns to the planet that changed her destiny. FUTURE TENSE Three years after
her famous husbands death, Cordelia Vorkosigan, widowed Vicereine of Sergyar,
stands ready to spin her life in a new direction. Oliver Jole, Admiral, Sergyar Fleet,
finds himself caught up in her web of plans in ways hed never imagined, bringing
him to an unexpected crossroads in his career. Meanwhile, Miles Vorkosigan, one
of Emperor Gregors key investigators, this time dispatches himself on a mission of
inquiry, into a mystery he never anticipated _ his own mother. Plans, wills, and
expectations collide in this sparkling science-fiction social comedy, as the impact
of galactic technology on the range of the possible changes all the old rules, and
Miles learns that not only is the future not what he expects, neither is the past. At
the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
About Lois McMaster Bujolds Vorkosigan Saga: _Fans have been clamoring for
Hugo-winner Bujold to pen a new Vorkosigan Saga novel. . . her deft and absorbing
writing easily corrals the complex plot.îÊPublishers Weekly on Cryoburn _Bujold
mixes quirky humor with action [and] superb character developmentÑ[E]normously
satisfying.îÊPublishers Weekly. _One of sfs outstanding talents . . . an outstanding
series.îÊBooklist _. . . an intelligent, well-crafted and thoroughly satisfying blend of
adventure, sociopolitical commentary, scientific experiments, and occasional perils
. . . with that extra spicing of romance. . . .îÊLocus About Vorkosigan series entry
Captain Vorpatril's Alliance: _. . .this may be one of the most anticipated and longPage 2/25
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awaited entries to Bujolds acclaimed Vorkosigan saga. For years fans have
clamored for Ivan Vorpatrils story, and at last Bujold delivers something that will
both thrill the devoted audience and entrance new readers . . . Longtime readers
will love seeing a new side of Ivan as well as hearing his views on many of the
series characters. New readers can enjoy Ivans story on its own . . . Essential for
all SF collections and a must-read for Bujold and Vorkosigan fans.îÊBooklist About
Vorkosigan series entry Diplomatic Immunity: _Bujold is adept at world-building
and provides a witty, character-centered plot, full of exquisite grace notes. . . fans
will be thoroughly gripped and likely to finish the book in a single
sitting.îÊPublishers Weekly The Vorkosigan Series in Story-based Chronological
Order Falling Free Shards of Honor Barrayar The Warrior's Apprentice The Vor
Game Cetaganda Ethan of Athos Borders of Infinity Brothers in Arms Mirror Dance
Memory Komarr A Civil Campaign Diplomatic Immunity Captain Vorpatril's Alliance
CryoBurn Gentleman Jole and the Red Queen

Brothers in Arms
Our hero is a quiet, upstanding citizen of Athos, an obstetrician in a world in which
reproduction is carried out entirely via uterine replicator, without the aid of living
women. He faces a problem: the 200-year-old cultures are not providing eggs the
way they used to, and attempts to order replacements by mail have failed
catastrophically.
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Young Miles
The physically handicapped military genius Miles Vorkosigan investigates an act of
treachery against the domed planet of Komarr

The Hallowed Hunt
Readers will cherish the re-release of this Hugo- and Nebula-Award winning classic
volume in the author's Vorkosigan series. Reprint.

Cryoburn
A NEW EDITION OF BOOK 9 IN THE WILDLY POPULAR VORKOSIGAN SAGA. NEW
YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR WITH 2.5 MILLION BOOKS IN PRINT. Miles
Vorkosigan is having enough trouble keeping his two identities separate—the
charismatic Admiral Naismith of the Denarii Mercenary Fleet and a Vor lord of the
Barrayan aristocracy—when assassination attempts begin. But are his enemies
after Miles Naismith or Lord Miles Vorkosigan? As if things weren't bad enough, the
problem of split identities becomes even more confused when a clone of Miles is
discovered . . . About Lois McMaster Bujold’s Vorkosigan Saga: "The pace is
breathless, the characterization thoughtful and emotionally powerful, and the
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author's narrative technique and command of language compelling. Highly
recommended."—Booklist "[The Warrior's Apprentice] would work just fine . . . as
the introduction to the series as a whole. I suspect that anybody who reads one will
be as charmed as I was and want to pick up the rest."—SF Site "If you love solid
space opera rooted in strong character, you can't go wrong . . . The Warrior's
Apprentice already displays the craft and the heart which would soon make Lois
McMaster Bujold one of the most feted talents in SF."—SF Reviews About
Vorkosigan series entry Diplomatic Immunity: “Bujold is adept at world-building
and provides a witty, character-centered plot, full of exquisite grace notes . . . fans
will be thoroughly gripped and likely to finish the book in a single
sitting.”—Publishers Weekly The Vorkosigan Series in Story-based Chronological
Order Falling Free Shards of Honor Barrayar The Warrior's Apprentice The Vor
Game Cetaganda Ethan of Athos Borders of Infinity Brothers in Arms Mirror Dance
Memory Komarr A Civil Campaign Diplomatic Immunity Captain Vorpatril's Alliance
Cryoburn Gentleman Jole and the Red Queen

The Prisoner of Limnos
A man broken in body and spirit, Cazaril returns to the noble household he once
served as page and is named secretary-tutor to the beautiful, strong-willed sister
of the impetuous boy who is next in line to rule. It is an assignment Cazaril dreads,
for it must ultimately lead him to the place he most fears: the royal court of
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Cardegoss, where the powerful enemies who once placed him in chains now
occupy lofty positions. But it is more than the traitorous intrigues of villains that
threaten Cazaril and the Royesse Iselle here, for a sinister curse hangs like a sword
over the entire blighted House of Chalion. And only by employing the darkest, most
forbidden of magics can Cazaril hope to protect his royal charge -- an act that will
mark him as a tool of the miraculous . . . and trap him in a lethal maze of demonic
paradox.

Captain Vorpatril's Alliance
This edition is the first generally available printing of this book in hardcover. The
Vor Game, won the Hugo for Best Novel of 1990. It continues Miles' story as he
graduates from the Imperial Military Academy. Introduction by Jo Walton.
Dustjacket art by Robert M. Brown and design by Alice N. S. Lewis. Edited by
Suford Lewis.

The Warrior's Apprentice 30th Anniversary Edition
1. Lois McMaster Bujold is one of the most popular writers in science fiction and the
Vorkosigan saga is one of the best-selling space opera series of all time. 2. Her
books for Baen total nearly one and a half million books in print. 3. Four of her
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novels have made the New York Times extended best seller list. 4. She has won six
Hugo Awards and two Nebula Awards. Only Robert A. Heinlein has won as many
Hugo Awards for Best Novel. 5. Features a new introduction by Bujold. 6.
Advertising in Locus 7. Four-color flyer for the Vorkosigan series featuring new
covers 8. Contains teaser for The Vorkosigan Companion Two complete novels and
a short novel in one large volume: Falling Free—The Nebula Award-winning novel.
Leo Graf was just your typical efficient engineer: mind your own business and do
the job. But all that changed on his assignment to the Cay Habitat, where children
had been bio-engineered to have four arms (and no legs) to function in zero
gravity. Now that they’re no longer needed, a heartless mega corporation is
getting rid of them before they eat into the profit margin. Leo Graf adopted 1000
quaddies—now he had to teach them to be free. “Labyrinth”—When Miles
Vorkosigan is captured while on a secret mission to a lawless world, his only hope
of escape is an unlikely pair of allies: a quaddie and a teenage werewolf.
Diplomatic Immunity— Miles Vorkosigan and his wife were heading home for the
births of their first children, but a major diplomatic disaster is looming at Graf
Station, colonized by the descendants of the original quaddies, and duty calls.
Unfortunately, diplomatic immunity doesn’t carry over to immunity from a very
nasty biological weapon. The downside of being a troubleshooter comes when
trouble starts shooting back. . . .

The Spirit Ring
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A magnificent epic tale of devotion, possession, obsession, and strange destiny
from the author of the Hugo Award-winning Paladin of Souls Lois McMaster Bujold
The half-mad Prince Boleso has been slain by a noblewoman he had intended to
defile -- and Lord Ingrey kin Wilfcliff must transport the body to its burial place and
the accused killer, the Lady Ijada, to judgment. With the death of the old Hallow
King imminent and the crown in play, the road they must travel together is a
dangerous one. And though he is duty-bound to deliver his prisoner to an almost
certain death, Ijada may be the only one Ingrey dares trust. For a monstrous
malevolence holds the haunted lord in its sway -- and a great and terrible destiny
has been bestowed upon him by the gods, the damned, and the dead.

Diplomatic Immunity
“A fantastical travel guide, reminiscent of Gulliver’s Travels,” from a narrator with
“the eye of an anthropologist and the humor of a satirist.” —USA Today Hailed by
Neil Gaiman as “a master of the craft” and Margaret Atwood as “a quintessentially
American writer,” Ursula K. Le Guin is at her entertaining, thought-provoking best
in this collection of ingeniously linked stories. Missing a flight, waiting in an airport,
listening to garbled announcements—who doesn’t hate that misery? But Sita Dulip
of Cincinnati finds a way to bypass the long lines, the crowded restrooms, the
nasty food, the whimpering children and domineering parents, the bookless
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bookstores, the plastic chairs bolted to the floor. . . . With a kind of twist and a
slipping bend, easier to do than to describe, Sita travels not to Denver but to
Strupsirts, a picturesque region of waterspouts and volcanoes. Or to Djeyo, where
she can stay for two nights with a balcony overlooking the amber Sea of Somue.
This new method of “changing planes” enables Sita to visit bizarre societies and
cultures that sometimes mirror our own . . . and sometimes open doors into the
thrillingly alien. A New York Times Notable Book and Los Angeles Times bestseller,
featuring illustrations by Eric Beddows, Changing Planes is your boarding pass to
fifteen worlds that are vintage Le Guin, from a recipient of the PEN/Malamud Award
for excellence in the art of the short story.

Penric's Fox
Miles Vorkosigan is back! Kibou-daini is a planet obsessed with cheating death.
Barrayaran Imperial Auditor Miles Vorkosigan can hardly disapprove¾hes been
cheating death his whole life, on the theory that turnabout is fair play. But when a
Kibou-daini cryocorp¾an immortal company whose job it is to shepherd its all-toomortal frozen patrons into an unknown future¾attempts to expand its franchise
into the Barrayaran Empire, Emperor Gregor dispatches his top troubleshooter
Miles to check it out. On Kibou-daini, Miles discovers generational conflict over
money and resources is heating up, even as refugees displaced in time skew the
meaning of generation past repair. Here he finds a young boy with a passion for
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pets and a dangerous secret, a Snow White trapped in an icy coffin who burns to rewrite her own tale, and a mysterious crone who is the very embodiment of the
warning Dont mess with the secretary. Bribery, corruption, conspiracy,
kidnapping¾something is rotten on Kibou-daini, and it isnt due to power outages
in the Cryocombs. And Miles is in the middle¾of trouble! At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). _Fresh,
intriguing, and, as always with Lois McMaster Bujold, superb.Ó ¾Robert Jordan _It
is such a delight to read something by such a good writer, who now seems to be
writing at the height of her powers. . . . I really have seldom enjoyed a book so
much . . . I couldnt turn the pages fast enough.Ó ¾Diana Wynne Jones _Living
breathing characters who inhabit unusual yet believable worlds.Ó ¾Jean Auel
_Bujold successfully mixes quirky humor with just enough action, a dab of feminist
social commentary and her usual superb character development . . . enormously
satisfying.Ó ¾Publishers Weekly _One of sfs outstanding talents . . . an
outstanding series.Ó ¾Booklist _Excellently done . . . Bujold has always excelled at
creating forceful characters and she does it here again.Ó ¾Denver Post _. . . an
intelligent, well-crafted and thoroughly satisfying blend of adventure, sociopolitical
commentary, scientific experiments, and occasional perils . . . with that extra
spicing of romance. . . .Ó ¾Locus

The Sharing Knife Volume One
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Komarr¾Miles Vorkosigan is sent to Komarr, a planet that could be a garden with a
thousand more years of terraforming; or an uninhabitable wasteland, if the
terraforming project fails. The solar mirror vital to the project has been shattered
by a ship hurtling off course, and Miles has been sent to find out if it was an
accident, or sabotage. But once there, he uncovers a plot that could exile him from
Barrayar forever¾and discovers an unexpected ally, one with wounds as deep and
honor as beleaguered as his own. A Civil Campaign¾On Komarr, Miles met the
beautiful Vor widow Ekaterin Vorsoisson, who has no intention of getting married
after the heartbreak and betrayal of her first experience. But Miles has a cunning
plan to change her mind. Unfortunately his clone-brother Mark and his cousin Ivan
have cunning plans of their own, and the three- way collision of cunning plans
threatens to undo Miles's brilliant romantic strategy. "Winterfair Gifts"¾Miles and
Ekaterin make elaborate preparations for their wedding. But Miles has an enemy
who is plotting to turn the romantic ceremony into a festival of death. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
"Bujold continues to prove what marvels genius can create out of basic space
operatics."¾Booklist "Georgette Heyer has met her match for intrigue and STYLE!"
¾Anne McCaffrey

Memory
Greg Egan is arguably Australia's greatest living science fiction writer. In a career
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spanning more than thirty years, he has produced a steady stream of novels and
stories that address a wide range of scientific and philosophical concerns: artificial
intelligence, higher mathematics, science vs religion, the nature of consciousness,
and the impact of technology on the human personality. All these ideas and more
find their way into this generous and illuminating collection, the clear product of a
man who is both a master storyteller and a rigorous, exploratory thinker. The Best
of Greg Egan contains twenty stories and novellas arranged in chronological order,
and each of them is a brilliantly conceived, painstakingly developed gem, including
the Hugo Award-winning novella "Oceanic", a powerful account of a boy whose
deeply held religious beliefs are undermined by what he comes to learn about the
laws of the physical world. This book really does represent the best of Greg Egan,
and it therefore takes its place among the best of contemporary SF. Startling,
intelligent and always hugely entertaining, it provides an ideal introduction to one
of the most accomplished and original writers working today. This is an important
and provocative collection, and it deserves a place on the serious science fiction
reader's permanent shelf.

Barrayar
Some copies are inscribed by the author.
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Shakespearean Echoes
The fate of the galaxy is placed in the hands of Lunzie, who discovers the true
nature of a new friend; Fordeliton, who is dying of a mysterious poison; Dupaynil,
who is exiled; and Aygar, who tries to prove himself. At the publisher's request, this
title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

Generation Warriors
The Vor Game
Restored to life after being pronounced dead, Miles Vorkosigan realizes that the
event has left him with a profound weakness and is dismissed from his job, but
things are further complicated when he remembers something that he saw while
dead

Komarr
Miles Naismith--in the person of his two alter-egos Admiral Naismith and Lieutenant
Lord Vorkosigan--embarks on a perilous series of adventures, from the liberation of
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Barrayaran allies from a Cetagandan POW camp to the rescue of clone children
scheduled to be murdered for their bodies, in an omnibus volume containing
"Borders of Infinity," Brothers in Arms, and Mirror Dance. Original.

Penric's Demon
Out of the Barrayaran Military Academy for health reasons, Miles Vorkosigan uses
his unorthodox leadership talents to acquire a fleet of ships and take command of
spaceborne mercenaries under an secret alter ego, Admiral Naismith.

Penric's Mission
Restored to life after being pronounced dead, Miles Vorkosigan realizes that the
event has left him with a profound weakness and is dismissed from his job, but
things are further complicated when he remembers something that he saw while
dead

Knife Children
Librarians who work with readers will find this well-loved guide to be a treasure
trove of information. With descriptive annotations of thousands of genre titles
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mapped by genre and subgenre, this is the readers' advisor's go-to reference. •
Helps librarians answer the challenging question "What should I read next?" •
Helps LIS students understand popular genres and better select books for which
readers are looking • Serves as a starting point for library patrons looking for their
next read

Penric and the Shaman
Miles Errant
A Civil Campaign
The latest installment of the Hugo-award winning adventures of Miles Vorkosigan,
in which Miles and Cousin Ivan go to Cetaganda to play the part of sprigs of the
nobility doing their diplomatic duty by good old barrayar, this book finds Miles
trying to play detective in a strange, complicated, and deceptively alien culture.

Paladin of Souls
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NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR. NEW EDITION OF THE BOOK THAT
STARTED THE VOKOSIGAN SAGA LEGEND. WITH AN ALL-NEW INTRODUCTION BY
LOIS MCMASTER BUJOLD! Discharged from the Barrarayan academy after flunking
the physical, a discouraged Miles Vorkosigan takes possession of a jumpship and
becomes the leader of a mercenary force that expands to a fleet of treasonous
proportions. With an all-new introduction by Lois McMaster Bujold. About Lois
McMaster Bujold’s Vorkosigan Saga: "The pace is breathless, the characterization
thoughtful and emotionally powerful, and the author's narrative technique and
command of language compelling. Highly recommended."—Booklist "[The
Warrior's Apprentice] would work just fine. . . as the introduction to the series as a
whole. I suspect that anybody who reads one will be as charmed as I was and want
to pick up the rest."—SF Site "If you love solid space opera rooted in strong
character, you can't go wrong. . . . The Warrior's Apprentice already displays the
craft and the heart which would soon make Lois McMaster Bujold one of the most
feted talents in SF."—SF Reviews About Vorkosigan series entry Diplomatic
Immunity: “Bujold is adept at world-building and provides a witty, charactercentered plot, full of exquisite grace notes. . . fans will be thoroughly gripped and
likely to finish the book in a single sitting.”—Publishers Weekly The Vorkosigan
Series in Story-based Chronological Order Falling Free Shards of Honor Barrayar
The Warrior's Apprentice The Vor Game Cetaganda Ethan of Athos Borders of
Infinity Brothers in Arms Mirror Dance Memory Komarr A Civil Campaign Diplomatic
Immunity Captain Vorpatril's Alliance CryoBurn Gentleman Jole and the Red Queen
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Ethan of Athos
THIRD ENTRY IN A BELOVED SERIES. The Vorkosigan Saga spans over a dozen
novels and has won multiple awards and sold 1.8 million copies. Sick of combat
and betrayal, Cordelia Vorkosigan is ready to settle down to a quiet life. But when
the Emperor dies, her husband Aral becomes guardian of the infant heir to the
imperial throne of Barrayar and the target of high-tech assassins in a dynastic civil
war. But neither Aral nor Cordelia can guess the part that their cell-damaged
unborn will play in Barrayar's bloody legacy. Winner of the Hugo Award. About Lois
McMaster Bujold: “. . . all the virtues we have come to expect from Bujold,
including more and more prose that sings.”—The Chicago Sun Times “Bujold
continues to prove what marvels genius can create out of basic space
operatics.”—Library Journal “Bujold is not just a master of plot, she is a master of
emotion.”—SF Site “Bujold is one of the best writers of SF adventure to come along
in years.”—Locus Magazine The Vorkosigan Series in Story-based Chronological
Order Falling Free Shards of Honor Barrayar The Warrior's Apprentice The Vor
Game Cetaganda Ethan of Athos Borders of Infinity Brothers in Arms Mirror Dance
Memory Komarr A Civil Campaign Diplomatic Immunity Captain Vorpatril's Alliance
CryoBurn Omnibus Editions MILES, MYSTERY & MAYHEM contains Cetaganda, Ethan
of Athos YOUNG MILES contains The Warrior's Apprentice + stories CORDELIA’S
HONOR contains Shards of Honor, Barayarr MILES, MUTANTS & MICROBES contains
Falling Free, Diplomatic Immunity MILES IN LOVE contains Komarr, A Civil
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Campaign MILES ERRANT contains Brothers in Arms, Mirror Dance

Borders of Infinity
Chronicles the adventures of diplomat, soldier, and spy Lieutenant Lord Miles
Naismith Vorkosigan of the Barrayaran Empire.

Cordelia's Honor
In this two-part story, Cordelia Naismith, made an outcast after being forced into
marriage with her arch enemy, finds further trouble when her husband is made the
guardian of the infant heir to the imperial throne

Gentleman Jole and the Red Queen
Spring in Vorbarr Sultana sends its inhabitants looking for love, which too often
proves to be unrequited.

Cetaganda
Sorcerer Penric, who is possessed by a clever chaos demon named Desdemona,
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has his clandestine mission of diplomacy to Cedonia upended when he finds
himself gravely injured and imprisoned in the darkest of dungeons.

Changing Planes
One of the most honored authors in the field of fantasy and science fiction, Lois
McMaster Bujold transports us once more to a dark and troubled land and embroils
us in a desperate struggle to preserve the endangered souls of a realm. Three
years have passed since the widowed Dowager Royina Ista found release from the
curse of madness that kept her imprisoned in her family's castle of Valenda. Her
newfound freedom is costly, bittersweet with memories, regrets, and guilty secrets
-- for she knows the truth of what brought her land to the brink of destruction. And
now the road -- escape -- beckons. . . . A simple pilgrimage, perhaps. Quite fitting
for the Dowager Royina of all Chalion. Yet something else is free, too -- something
beyond deadly. To the north lies the vital border fortress of Porifors. Memories
linger there as well, of wars and invasions and the mighty Golden General of
Jokona. And someone, something, watches from across that border -- humans,
demons, gods. Ista thinks her little party of pilgrims wanders at will. But whose?
When Ista's retinue is unexpectedly set upon not long into its travels, a mysterious
ally appears -- a warrior nobleman who fights like a berserker. The temporary
safety of her enigmatic champion's castle cannot ease Ista's mounting dread,
however, when she finds his dark secrets are entangled with hers in a net of the
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gods' own weaving. In her dreams the threads are already drawing her to
unforeseen chances, fateful meetings, fearsome choices. What the inscrutable
gods commanded of her in the past brought her land to the brink of devastation.
Now, once again, they have chosen Ista as their instrument. And again, for good or
for ill, she must comply.

Memory (Hardcover)
Dreamweaver's Dilemma
“Bujold builds a better fantasy romance with compelling characters and the
fascinating clash between their cultures, she a farmer’s daughter, he an
adventurer on the trail of a deadly demon.”—Locus One of the most respected
writers in the field of speculative fiction, Lois McMaster Bujold has won numerous
accolades and awards, including the Nebula and Locus Awards as well as the
fantasy and science fiction genre’s most prestigious honor, the Hugo Award for
Best Novel, four times (most recently for Paladin of Souls). With The Sharing Knife
series, Bujold creates a brand new world fraught with peril, and spins an
extraordinary romance between a young farm girl and the brave sorcerer-soldier
entrusted with the defense of the land against a plague of vicious malevolent
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beings. Meet Fawn Bluefield and Dag Redwing Hickory in Beguilement, the first
book in Bujold’s unforgettable four-volume fantasy saga, and witness the birth of
their dangerous romance—a love threatened by prejudice and perilous magic, and
by Dag’s sworn duty as Lakewalker patroller and necromancer.

Genreflecting: A Guide to Popular Reading Interests, 8th
Edition
Shakespearean Echoes assembles a global cast of established and emerging
scholars to explore new connections between Shakespeare and contemporary
culture, reflecting the complexities and conflicts of Shakespeare's current
international afterlife.

Miles, Mutants and Microbes
Thisvolume of essays continues the establishment of Lois McMaster Bujold as an
importantauthor of contemporary science fiction and fantasy. It argues
persuasively thatBujold's corpus spans the distance between two full arcs of US
feminism, andhas anticipated or responded to several of its current concerns in
ways thatinvite or even require theoretical exploration. The fourteen essays
collected here provide wide-ranging scholarly analysesof Bujold's work and worlds
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so far, covering not only the science fiction and fantasyseries, but taking into
account the wealth of ancillary material inspired byher works, such as fan fiction
and role-playing games. Examining the majorseries through a range of
perspectives, including feminist readings, queertheory, and disability studies, this
volume aims to establish beyond doubt theseriousness of intent behind Bujold's
various artistic projects and provide aset of rich readings of this engaging,
experimental, playful, and popularauthor.

Miles in Love
Rebuffed by her magician-artist father, Fiametta Beneforte seeks solace in a
partnership with Thur Ochs, a prisoner in her father's mines. Reprint.

Mirror Dance
Injured in his mother's womb, Lord Miles Naismith Vorkosigan, born a dwarf with
brittle bones, faces off against his brother, a cloned stranger created to murder
Miles and replace him. 35,000 first printing.

The Best of Greg Egan
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When a Komarran merchant fleet is impounded at Graf Station after a bloody
incident involving a security officer from the convoy's military escort, Miles
Vorkosigan and his wife are called in to untangle the diplomatic snafus, treachery,
and dark secrets.

Biology and Manners
Captain Ivan Vorpatril is happy with his relatively uneventful bachelor's life of a
staff officer to a Barrayaran admiral. Ivan, cousin to Imperial troubleshooter Miles
Vorkosigan, is not far down the hereditary list for the emperorship. Thankfully, new
heirs have directed that headache elsewhere, leaving Ivan to enjoy his life on
Komarr, far from the Byzantine court politics of his home system. But when an old
friend in Barrayaran intelligence asks Ivan to protect an attractive young woman
who may be on the hit list of a criminal syndicate, Ivan's chivalrous nature takes
over. It seems danger and adventures have once more found Captain Vorpatril. Tej
Arqua and her half-sister and servant Rish are fleeing the violent overthrow of their
clan on free-for-all planet Jackson's Whole. Now it seems Tej may possess a hidden
secret of which even she may not be aware. It's a secret that could corrupt the
heart of a highly regarded Barayarran family and provide the final advantage for
the thugs who seek to overthrow Tej's homeworld. But none of Tej's formidable
adversaries have counted on Ivan Vorpatril. For behind Ivan's faade of wry and
self effacing humor lies a true and cunning protector who will never leave a
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distressed lady in the lurch¾up to and including making the ultimate sacrifice to
keep her from harm: the treasured and hardwon freedom from his own fate as a
scion of Barrayar. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management).
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